aFeinbergPhotography Newsletter November ’12
There Is A Season
Or is there? Kauai, or Hawaii in general is fairly humorous in that facet. Time passes without much
discernible change in the weather. Then all of a sudden it’s the holiday season, new year, etc and we turn
around and go “what just happened?” Of course if we hop on the computer we see friends and family
bundling up, going through snow storms or talking about how beautiful the fall color is. So at least there’s a
reminder that time does pass.
Luckily I was able to travel in mid-October this year and get a feel for real autumn myself. The first time in
6...yes, 6 years. You can read more about a couple of my adventures over on the new BLOG! :) I have to
say camping in 30 degree weather was a nice change...though that first night was a dooosey! I’m back to CA
in December and who knows….maybe some snow photographs might start popping up :)
And now back on Kauai we do have a very fun season...WAVE season! And with the waves come projects.
This year will be the 4th in which I am attempting to capture an image which so far only exists in my mind.
With about a 3 week window a year lets just say it’s a bit challenging. I do know that I’m pretty sure I have
my celebration dance all planned out...whenever it is to actually happen :P
As a quick note the Hanalei Rotary on Kauai is raising money to restore the historic Hanalei Pier, which for
anyone that’s been there recently has seen, is in bad need of a touchup. To support our community aFeinberg
Photography is donating 2% of all sales that include the Pier! Our way of saying thank you to a place that
has inspired so much from so many :)
And now...one more newsletter left...until the end of the world…
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“Serenity”
Having known about this location for quite a while I was excited to make the journey down here as my first stop of my
Aug '12 California trip. And it did not disappoint...a truly unbelievable display of falling water.
For this composition I wanted to isolate the drips of water over the moss as it hit the river bed. Knowing I was going to
shoot a panorama here gave me the foresight to already imagine this photo in my mind. Capturing it was all that was
left. As the sun disappeared behind the hillside I was able to go to work in the now shaded falls. There’s a particular
sense of calm when around waterfalls of this magnitude...I like to call it Serenity :)
Limited Edition of 300. Artist Proof of 30.
Available only through aFeinberg Gallery.
Contact a consultant today for more info!
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